NAV EASE CONTROLLER

ZONE CONTROLLER

(Included with Premium Inverter Ducted and
Standard Inverter Ducted models)

(Optional upgrade for Premium Inverter Ducted
and Standard Inverter Ducted models)

SKY Fi
S Z

SKY Fi
S Z

Smartphone Interface optional
accessory.

FEATURES

FEATURES

1.

Clear, backlit display with easy-to-read text.

1.

Backlit display with easy-to-read text.

2.

Weekly schedule timer, to program on and
off times.

2.

Flexible installation for location anywhere in
your home.

3.

Home Leave function can turn your air conditioner
on automatically when room temperatures drop
below 10˚C.

3.

Three different timer and time clock
operations for precise, programmable control
for your home.

4.

Countdown On-Off timer, programmable in
1 hour increments for up to 12 hours.

5.

A simple 7-day Time Clock, to program the
controller to turn the system on or off at set
times any day of the week. Two different on
and off programs can be set for each day of
the week.

6.

An advanced 7-day Time Clock extends the
functionality of the Simple 7-day Time Clock
with advanced features such as Zone Control
and Temperature Sensor Selection, for the
ultimate in-home comfort.

4. Quick Cool / Heat mode, which temporarily
increases air conditioning power to more
rapidly reach your desired operating
temperature, before automatically returning
to normal operation.

CONTROL
YOUR DAIKIN

5. Set Temperature Mode Changeover,
automatically switches from a cooling to
heating cycle, or a heating to cooling cycle
at pre-set points.

SMART DEVICE CONNECTIVITY

6.

Through the use of the SkyFi adapter, our ducted
system can be conveniently controlled and monitored
from either within or outside of the home. The SkyFi
app developed for both iOS (Apple) and Android
platforms, allows you to control your ducted system
via your smartphone or tablet device.

1 DIRECT CONNECTION

2 WI-FI CONNECTION**

For locations without a Wi-Fi network,
the app can wirelessly connect directly
to a SkyFi equipped air conditioner,
when in range.

A SkyFi equipped air conditioner can
easily be joined to a local Wi-Fi network.
Once connected, the system can be
controlled from any networked Android
or iOS device.

Smartphone Interface optional
accessory.

Temperature Limit, to predefine a temperature
range for cooling or heating cycles, helping you
reduce your energy consumption.

SKY Fi
S Z

NAV EASE MODEL NO: BRC1E62

ZONE CONTROLLER MODEL NO:
BRC230Z4

Up to four zones (230-240v)

BRC230Z8

Up to eight zones (230-240v)

BRC24Z4

Up to four zones (24v)

BRC24Z8

Up to eight zones (24v)

BRCSZC

Second slave controller for double

SKYFI ADAPTOR MODEL NO: BRP15A61

3 INTERNET CONNECTION^

storey homes

8

Monitor and control your system from
virtually anywhere, with no subscription
costs from Daikin. All you need is a
permanent internet connection for your
Wi-Fi network, and an internet connection
for your phone or tablet.

OTHER CONTROLLER MODEL NO:

Notes:

Notes:

* Interface and installation charges may apply – refer Daikin dealer
** Requires Wi-Fi network
^ Requires Wi-Fi network and internet connection
Local network access charges may apply

*
*

BRC2A51

Simple L.C.D. wired remote controller

BRC4C62

Infra-red wireless remote control kit

FDYQ, FDYQN and FBQ models only. FDXS models come standard with wireless remote controller ARC433A103
Zone Controller cannot be used in conjunction with any other controller besides the Daikin Sub Zone Controller option
For a full list of features of the controllers listed here, please speak to your dealer
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